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Master Precaster and Master Prestresser
At the top level of Precast University is NPCA’s Master Precaster and Master Prestresser. As an NPCA-accredited Master Precaster 
or Master Prestresser, you will have successfully completed PQS, earned all three Precast Professional designations (four for 
Master Prestresser), and mastered the Production Leadership Capstone course.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR PATH TO CAREER ADVANCEMENT

Master Precaster and Master Prestresser

Whether you are interested in specializing in a single concentration in the precast and prestress industry or want to have a comprehensive 
understanding of all areas of the industry, Precast University will meet your needs. Our Professional Series offers a certificate program 
in one of four concentrations – Technical, Quality Control, Production & Safety, and Prestress – and will equip you to take the next step 
in your career as a professional in any of these specialties within the industry. In addition to Precast University’s Professional Series 
Certificates, we also offer the Master Precaster and Master Prestresser Certificate Programs. The Master Precaster and Master Prestresser 
Certificate Programs are designed to provide a comprehensive knowledge base of the entire production process for the precast and 
prestress industries. Upon successful completion of a wide array of courses including production, technical, quality control, safety, and 

leadership, participants will be well prepared to move into leadership roles within the industry.

Professional Series
After completing PQS I, you will advance to the next stage of Precast University. Here you will choose an area of concentration and focus on 
coursework in one of four specialties. After successfully completing your concentration coursework, you will earn one of four designations:

Production Precast Professional

Technical Precast Professional

Quality Control Precast Professional

Required courses: PQS I, PQS II - Production, PQS II - Safety, PQS III - Leadership

Required courses: PQS I, PQS II - Technical, PQS II - Safety, PQS III - Leadership

Required courses: PQS I, PQS II - Quality School, PQS II -Safety, PQS III - Leadership

Prestress Professional

Required courses: PQS I, PQS I - Prestress, PQS II - Prestress, PQS II - Safety, PQS III - Prestress, PQS III - Leadership

PRECAST UNIVERSITY
Take your career to a new level with Precast University
Now you can take charge of your career. NPCA’s Master Precaster and Master 
Prestresser certificate programs will help position you for continued career advancement 
in the precast and prestress industries. Offered as part of NPCA’s Precast University, 
the Master Precaster and Master Prestresser certificate programs include precast 
and prestress-specific training with comprehensive education courses for production, 
safety, technical, quality control and leadership. Developed in conjunction with industry 
experts, producers, DOTs and academia, the Precast University curriculum is a perfect 
complement to employees new to the industry needing a broad knowledge base, and to 
those employees with precast or prestress experience who want to take the next step 
in their careers.

Meeting your needs
Precast University courses are offered annually at The Precast Show, throughout the 
year across the country, and online. NPCA makes it easy to earn your Master Precaster 
or Master Prestresser certificate by offering comprehensive training with affordable, 
industry-specific and convenient options. So whether you’re taking Precast University 
education as part of The Precast Show experience, training your entire plant with a 
customized course, or sitting in the comfort of your own living room in front of your 
laptop, NPCA’s education is designed to fit your needs. 

Meeting the industry’s needs
NPCA is committed to providing the most comprehensive education programs to the industry. Our Precast University curriculum is 
regularly reviewed by producers, Departments of Transportation (DOTs), specifiers and others involved with creating and enforcing 
industry standards. This ongoing review of our curriculum ensures that as new technologies, standards and best practices are developed, 
Precast University participants are receiving the very latest industry information. Additionally, NPCA works with DOTs to meet state-
specific requirements, including offering proctored exams for online education courses as required. 

Ready to get started?
Visit www.precast.org to learn more about NPCA’s array of education courses or to get started today with one of our online courses. 
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MASTER PRECASTER REQUIREMENTS

Additionally, Master Precasters must complete 12 continuing 
education hours every three years to maintain their designation. 
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Production & Quality School (PQS I) 

Kick-start your career with NPCA’s Production and Quality School (PQS). NPCA’s PQS I is the perfect course to cement your production skills.  

Whether you are a new employee or have 20 years in the business, PQS will take you through the entire precast concrete production cycle 

and give you the fundamentals to succeed in the industry. This course will cover all aspects of manufactured concrete production with special 

emphasis on maintaining high quality. 

Who should attend: All employees of precast or prestressed concrete manufacturers or those who supply to the industry.

Course topics include: 
•	 Batching and mixing – The fundamental components needed to ensure a durable, watertight and strong finished product 

•	  Reinforcement – The role of reinforcement and its impact on handling and placement 

•	  Production Practices – An overview of the entire production process from pre-pour to post-pour operations 

•	  Quality Control – A discussion of the top priorities identified by QC Inspectors as well as the importance quality control processes play in your 
company’s success  

* Additional courses may be required by local regulators or other entities.

PQS I — Spanish
This PQS course is taught entirely in the Spanish language. The curriculum exactly mirrors the current PQS course and offers the industry the 

only Spanish language, precast-specific curriculum focusing on the production of quality precast concrete, from raw material delivery to shipping 

and install. All of the course materials including PowerPoints, textbooks and other resources have been translated into Spanish.

Who should attend: All employees of precast or prestressed concrete manufacturers or those who supply to the industry and who speak 
Spanish as their primary language.
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COURSES - PQS LEVEL I

Attendees who successfully 
complete PQS I will be able to: 

• Identify the key components for making quality precast concrete and 
proper handling techniques for each

• Describe in detail the entire manufacturing process of producing quality 
precast concrete from pre-production to post-production

• Calculate the impact of temperature of aggregates, cement, and water 
on concrete mixes 

• Explain the fundamental elements of a quality concrete mix design and 
troubleshoot potential mix design flaws

• Create a quality control manual specific to their plant production 
practices while incorporating industry best practices

• Convert metric reinforcement bar size to ASTM standard reinforcing 
bar sizes
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COURSES - PQS LEVEL I

Production and Quality School I – Prestress

This session is an introduction to prestressing. Topics include: prestressing terminology, stressing procedures, equipment, industry standards 

and quality control. Prestressing concrete provides a range of advantages. Learn principles and basics of prestressing, including best practices, 

methods and quality control procedures. Learn the fundamentals of prestressed concrete. This course will provide a brief overview of prestress 

history and theory, explain how and why it works, and present basic prestressing practice, force and elongation corrections, safety concerns and 

much more. This course is a must if you are considering going into or are new to the prestressed concrete industry. 

Who should attend: All employees of precast or prestressed concrete manufacturers or those who supply to the industry.

Course topics include: 
•	 Physics of prestressing

•	 Applications for prestressing

•	 Design approach

•	 Properties of prestressing steel

•	 Manufacturing procedures

•	 Applicable codes, specifications and standards

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS I - Prestress will be able to: 

• Differentiate pre-tensioning and post-tensioning stressing methods

• Identify prestressed applications and products

• Specify quality control methods of the production process
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Production and Quality School II – Production

PQS II – Production is designed for plant personnel who will benefit from a comprehensive understanding of precast specific production practices. 

This course will go beyond the fundamentals explored in PQS Level I and prepare students to become production leaders in their plants. Course 

participants will go in-depth to explore manufacturing techniques specific to the industry that will allow them to control production practices 

with confidence. Topics include concrete consolidation, release agents, reinforcement cages, curing, finishing, plant layout efficiency and lean 

manufacturing concepts.

Who should attend: Shift supervisors, team leaders, production managers, batch plant operators, engineering and drafting personnel, and 
those who aspire to these positions.

Course topics include: 

COURSES - PQS LEVEL II

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS II - Production will be able to: 

• Explain the “why” behind production practices and industry standards

• Control production practices to enhance quality

• Employ production methods for efficient plant operation

• Identify housekeeping practices to improve plant safety practices while 
incorporating industry best practices
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COURSES - PQS LEVEL II

Production and Quality School II – Prestress

NPCA’s PQS II - Prestress consists of the fundamentals of prestressed concrete manufacturing with an emphasis on safety, materials and testing. 

Attendees will learn the physics behind prestressing. This course will provide examples of safety procedures to implement during prestressing 

operations and demonstrate how to conduct maturity testing. We will then study materials and mix design principles as they relate to prestress 

concrete manufacturing.

Who should attend: Production employees, QC managers, engineering and drafting personnel, and those who aspire to these positions.

Course topics include: 
•	 Concrete volume calculations to fill forms

•	 Take off, piece count, reading plans

•	 Mix design adjustments – yield, moisture adjustments, FM of sand and recommended volume of coarse aggregate, SCC

•	 Time of set

•	 Weld symbols and weld procedures – carbon equivalents

•	 Measuring elongations

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS II - Prestress will be able to: 

• Identify key testing criteria for raw materials that go into producing 
prestressed concrete

• Calculate the Fineness Modulus of aggregates

• Explain how to measure chloride permeability in precast concrete

• Conduct concrete maturity testing

• Define precautions when pouring concrete in hot or cold weather

• Demonstrate how to adjust mix water based on moisture content of 
aggregates

• Explain the causes and preventative measures for ASR and DEF

• Define the proper welding procedures for reinforcement

• Concrete Consolidation

• Reinforcement Cages

• Curing

• Finishing

• Plant layout efficiency 

• Lean manufacturing concepts

•  Proper Application and Use 
of Release Agents
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Production and Quality School II - QA/QC

A well-executed Quality Control program is vital to the success of a precast operation. This Quality Control course will present a number of topics 

that will build on NPCA’s Quality Control Manual and support the NPCA Plant Certification program. Coursework covers aggregate gradations 

analysis, aggregate moistures, hot-temperature concrete and cold-temperature concrete. Attendees will learn why water-to-cement ratio is so 

critical to concrete properties and the need for frequent testing to assess water absorption and movement in concrete. The Maturity Method will 

be presented in layman’s terms so that a precaster can accurately assess strength development and timing of construction operations. Additional 

topics include averages and trends in data, and reinforcing steel.

Who should attend: Those with QC responsibilities, NPCA certified plants seeking NPCA certification, an employees who can benefit from a 
deeper understanding of QC processes, and those who aspire to these positions.

Course topics include: 

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS II - QA/QC will be able to: 

• Build an effective Quality Control program

• Identify the importance of a well-executed Quality Control program

• Decrease errors, improve safety and enhance employee morale through 
a well-rounded Quality Control program
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COURSES - PQS LEVEL II

Production and Quality School II – Safety

The PQS II - Safety course is for employees who will be quality control inspectors or safety directors and for all precast plant employees who 

could benefit from possessing an OSHA 10-hour safety card. PQS Level II - Safety is a comprehensive, precast-specific course that examines 

safety issues associated with the precast production process. Course topics include: walking and working surfaces, electrical safety, hazard 

communication, means of egress and fire protection, flammable and combustible liquids, welding and cutting, machine guarding, powered 

industrial trucks, LOTO, confined spaces, overhead cranes and rigging, hand and power tool safety, and PPE. Upon completion of this course, 

employees will be well grounded in safety as it applies to the precast industry. An OSHA 10-hour safety card and a certificate of completion will 

be provided to all students who successfully complete the course. 

Who should attend: Employees with safety, health and environmental responsibilities, and those who aspire to these positions.

Course topics include: 

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS II - Safety will be able to: 

• Obtain an OSHA 10-Hour General Industry Certification

• Identify potential safety hazards in a precast or prestress plant

• Apply techniques and implement programs to improve plant safety
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COURSES - PQS LEVEL II

• Walking and Working Surfaces

• Electrical Safety

• Hazard Communication

• Means of Egress and Fire Protection

• Flammable and Combustible Liquids

• Welding and Cutting

• Machine Guarding

• Powered Industrial Trucks

• Lock Out / Tag Out

• Confined Spaces

• Overhead Cranes and Rigging

• Hand and Power Tool Safety

• Personal Protection Equipment

•  Safety in the Precast and Prestress 

Concrete Plant

• Aggregate Gradations

• Water-Cement Ratio

• Aggregate Moisture

• Averages and Trends in Data

• Hot- and Cold-Weather Concrete

• Maturity Method

• Water Absorption

• Reinforcing
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Production and Quality School III – Leadership

Attendees who complete PQS III - Leadership course will gain current leadership principles that will impact their management style and leadership 

skills when working with culturally diverse workforces at precast concrete manufacturing facilities. Learn how to recruit, hire, train and develop 

employees by communicating effectively, leading by example and celebrating success. Additional topics include time management, goal setting, 

stress management and diversity.

Who should attend: Owners, managers, supervisors and those who aspire to hold such positions in the future.

Course topics include: 
• What Leadership Is (And Is Not)

• Leading By Example

• Coaching

• Communication

• How to Hire and Train New Employees

• Resolving Conflict in the Plant

• Enforcing Company Policy

• Leading by Example

• Improving Employee Performance

Production and Quality School II – Technical

PQS II – Technical is designed for plant personnel who are involved with the design, drawings or quality control in the plant. Attendees will 

learn the technical concepts that determine why we do things the way we do them. This curriculum was developed to decode technical industry 

jargon and to provide attendees with a better understanding of the entire precasting process. Technical concepts such as Center of Mass and 

Structural Analysis will be presented in layman’s terms to better understand reinforcement placement and proper lifting techniques. We will 

discuss the mechanical properties of concrete and steel, complete with demonstrations. Additional topics include blueprint reading, knowledge 

of specifications and much more. 

Who should attend: Engineering technicians, pour shop supervisors, drafting personnel, plant manager, batch plant operator, quality control 
inspector and those who aspire to these positions.

Course topics include: 

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS II - Technical will be able to: 

• Identify basic mechanics and fundamental aspects related to stress, strain 
and stiffness

• Interpret the basics of blueprint reading and reinforcement as it relates 
to plans 

• Apply proper lifting techniques of concrete elements to prevent unexpected 
movements or failures

• Discuss the development of standards and the requirements to obtain them
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COURSES - PQS LEVEL II

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS III - Leadership will be able to: 

• Employ effective leadership skills at precast operations

• Adapt management styles to the diverse workforces of precast plants

• Identify effective methods to improve employee performance
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COURSES - PQS LEVEL III

Production and Quality School III – Prestress

NPCA’s PQS III - Prestress includes manufacturing practices with an emphasis on tolerances and real world applications. Participants will study 

the manufacturing process from pre-pour to shipping, learning about tolerances for different products types, strand tensioning and detensioning, 

and special applications such as deflected strand and post tensioning.

Who should attend: Production employees, OC managers, engineering and drafting personnel, and those who aspire to these positions.

Course topics include: 

Attendees who successfully complete 
PQS III - Prestress will be able to: 

• Define proper methods to store reinforcement

• Identify key inspection criteria during prestressing pre-pour operations

• Explain the process of stressing and distressing strands

• Indicate how many permissible breaks are acceptable in prestressing strands

• Identify possible causes for cracking in different prestress elements

• Basic Mechanics – The fundamental 

aspects related to stress, strain and 

stiffness

• Basics of Design Theory for Concrete 

Elements – A discussion of the 

mechanical properties of concrete and 

steel complete with demonstrations

• Proper Lifting of Concrete Elements 

– The essentials for preventing 

unexpected movements or failures

• Reading and Understanding Blueprints 

– An overview of the basics of 

blueprint reading and reinforcement 

as they relate to plans

•  Standards – A discussion of 

processes used in determining 

specifications, the development of 

standards and the requirements to 

obtain them

•	 Properties of reinforcing strand ASTM 

A416 (reading mill certificates)

•	 Calculation of elongations (applying 

principles from mill certificates)

•	 Elongation corrections

•	 Tolerances for panels

•	 Stress corrosion

•	 Coulomb tests

•	 Deflections

•	 Cracks and concerns
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Master Prestresser

Take your career to the next level with NPCA’s Master Prestresser certification. Earning this certification shows your current employer or future 

employers that you have the skills to immediately contribute to the success of their precast or prestressed concrete business. 

PROdUCTION & QUALITy SChOOL
(English or Spanish)

Complete details on Page 5

PRESTRESS
PROfESSIONAL

LEAdERShIP

MASTER PRESTRESSER*

* PLEASE SEE PAgE 3 fOR COMPLETE REQUIREMENTS & dETAILS.

Master Precaster

Take your career to the next level with NPCA’s Master Precaster certification.  By earning all three Precast Professional designations – Production 

and Safety, Quality Control and Technical, you will become an NPCA Master Precaster. Earning this certification shows your current employer or 

future employers that you have the skills to immediately contribute to the success of their precast concrete business. 

PROdUCTION & QUALITy SChOOL
(English or Spanish)

Complete details on Page 4

PROdUCTION 
& SAfETy

PRECAST PROfESSIONAL

TEChNICAL
PRECAST PROfESSIONAL

QUALITy 
CONTROL

PRECAST PROfESSIONAL

LEAdERShIP

MASTER PRECASTER*

* PLEASE SEE PAgE 3 fOR COMPLETE REQUIREMENTS & dETAILS.
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